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 U.S.-Made, Fully-Assembled Floor Pans for ’55-’57 Chevys from CARS 

Inc. Provide Strong Foundation and Save Installation Time 
 

Rochester, Mich. – The floor of your Tri-Five Chevy provides the foundation that sets the tone for your 

restoration, as well as the driving experience. CARS Inc. now offers a completely assembled, accurate 

replacement floor pan for ’55-’57 Chevys that will save you time and money while doing the job right. As 

with all replacement sheetmetal that CARS Inc. makes, it is manufactured in the U.S. from U.S. steel, and 

it is at least as thick as the original metal that your classic Chevy was made from. 

Rather than spending valuable time welding in separate panels and braces, CARS Inc. simplifies the 

process with its one-piece floor. The pre-assembled floor comes with all of the pans, supports, braces 

and body mounts. Each component is stamped to exact tolerances with the correct appearance and the 

original gauge of steel.  

The complete assembly stretches from the front toe board to under the rear seat. Even the welds are in 

the correct OEM locations, creating a superior restoration piece with the strength and appearance of 

the factory floor.  

There are three different CARS Inc. complete floor pans available for the Tri-Five Chevy: hardtops 

(#14134), convertibles (#14143) and sedans (#14182). Pricing starts at $1,250 and freight shipping 

applies.  

A hi-res photo is available to download for editorial use at http://coleqcomm.com/wpimages/14134-
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CARS Inc. is a manufacturer of reproduction sheetmetal, interiors and components for classic Chevy cars 

and trucks. The company has invested in tooling to make some of the best replacement sheetmetal 
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available anywhere, and CARS Inc. makes its products in the U.S.! The interiors are sewn with attention 

to craftsmanship and detail, and the work is done in the company’s Rochester, Michigan, facility. No 

company uses higher-quality or more accurate materials in its reproduction interiors. CARS Inc. also 

stocks and sells an impressive variety of reproduction components as well as performance and popular 

custom components. Catalogs are available for the ’51-’72 full-size Chevy car, ’55-’57 Chevrolet, ’62-’76 

Nova, ’64-’80 El Camino, ’64-’77 Chevelle, ’67-’76 Camaro, ’70-’72 Monte Carlo and ’57-’97 GM truck 

models.  

For additional information, please visit www.CARSinc.com or call 800-CARS-INC (US and Canada), 800-

451-1955 (California location) or 248-853-8900 (international sales).  

http://www.carsinc.com/

